2 MINUTE GLUE ON SHOE WITH A LEG SAVER@ PAD TOO

!

Wtrat if ure told you that in less than two minutes you could have shoes glued on your horse that
would eliminate 80% of the nails in the foot and provide a pad that would cushion and protect the
hoof as well. lf you have a performance horse that has thin walls, thin soles, soreness or swelling of
the legs, or hot hooves after exercise, our Sticky Shoes will give your horse relief and help cure
those ailments. Besides those problems, nails can be detrimentalto the hoof. They can cause an
irritation in the hoof rrallwhen the hoof flexes on impact and the she does nol That initration can
be very painfulto the horse, especially in the area of the heel nails and the horse willshift his weight
away from that pain. You may also notire a change in stride, gate and in overall performance.
The Sticky Shoe Kit lncludes a pair of front shoes, either in one of our aluminurn competition styles
or in one of our racing plate styles. The kit contains a bottle of Thoro'Grip ll glue, two pair of nitrile
gloves, two shres bonded with our Leg Saver@ pads, and instructions. The klts are under $40 USD
each. So it is not expensive nor does it require extra time for your fanier. [A/e offer a free DVD of
the application process for you in either the pleasure horse or the race[grsg version.
Here are some photos from the video:

Afrer the shoe has been applied to the hoot the fanier counts to 10 and lowers the hoof to the
ground earefully and then tifts Ure opposite leg for one minute and ean begin to trim and prepare that
hoof forthe next shoe to be glued on. From applying the glue, holding it secure for ten se@nds,
then placing the hoof on the ground and tifting the opposite leg, it takes about two rninutes time.
Later, with the hoof on the ground the clips are then lightly hammered tight. One nail is driven in
each branch at the widest part of the hoof. This one nail on each branch is the insurance that the
shoe will stay on six weeks in racing or competition.
So if you want to make your horse more comfortable, improve the condltion of the hoof, eliminate
most of the nail holes, try our Sticky Shoes, it's that easy.
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